
Schedule for Thursday 3 th march at 18:00 Uhr (Germany) 

 

1.  18-18:20 

I  repeat and summarize the anthropological modell:   (20 minutes) 

a) Needs  

b) Mindsets      

 

2. 18:20-18:30  

I present the 6  „New human rights“                                  (10 minutes) 

 

3. 18:30-18:50 

18  students build  in the classroom 7 groups in order to prepare the 

presentation of  "political program" and Prioritization.   15 students build  

5 whatsap  groups and prepare article 1 to 5 of the „political program“. 

Each presentation hast to last max. 7 minutes. 

                                                                                        (20 minutes) 

4. 18:50-19:40 

Now all the students come back, so we have a room with  

7 groups presenting each one human right and the text „prioritization“. (7 

minutes x 7 groups = 50 minutes). Not all students are presenting an article, just 

7 groups (=21 students). 

 

5. 19:40-20:00 

Discussion                                                                      (20 minutes) 

 

 

 



Needs 

 

1.What is needed to be happy?  

 

I. Control as an all-encompassing Need  

 

1. Pyramid of needs according to Maslow (1954)  

sense/transcendence  

self-realization  

Social recognition  

social relations  

security  

physiological needs  

The process makes happy!  

 

2. Information processing as a basic need  

Conceptualisation as Source of happiness 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mindsets 

 

2. Which mindsets makes human happy? 

II. Providing instruments for cognitive control 

In order to better identify the own needs and the needs of other people it is usefull to 

understand, that human beings face opposite structure of needs (dialectical working):  

 

1. Structure of opposite needs (inducing dielectical process) 

Control  Uncertainty  

Order Chaos  

Clarity Blurriness  

Simplicity Complexity  

Integration Differentiation  

Society Individuality  

Coercion Freedom  

Concretion Abstraction  

Linearity Non-Linearity  

Centralization Decentralization 

 

2. Empathy (Control through change of perspective) 

 

 

 

 



III. How to behave? 

1.Dialectical Thinking 

Dialectical thinking permanently leads to the integration of apparently contradictory positions 

that unite and develop on (higher) line of  balance. Especially for political actors this insight 

can be very fruitful, because it enables a common approach to problems across parties.  

2. Explorative behavior 

Expanding the field of control: characteristics of successful problem solvers (after Dörner, 

1983).  

- Explorative behavior 

- Rich cognitive map 

- Self-confidence 

- Explorative behavior 

- etc. 

=> Flow effect as a reward for explorative behavior and gaining control (according to 

Csikszentmyhalyi, 2000).  

(Feeling of flow, feeling of being absorbed in the action).  

1. entering unknown fields, discovering new things; 

2. situations with an open outcome, for which one is responsible; 

3. solving problems, coping with high demands 

4. exhausting one's resources; 

5. feeling of self-delimitation; 

6. control over one's own actions and the environment. 

3. Conceptualization 

Conceptualization is the creation of cognitive schemas that bundle extensive information into 

compact models that motivate action.  

4. Project as a happiness generating structure 

In the search for task profiles that permanently require conceptualization, contain high 

potentials for satisfying basic needs and at the same time permanently induce feelings of flow, 

one quickly comes across the project structure.  



Politics 

3.What to do in order to be happy? 

 

1. What do you need, in order to get more control?  

2. What do your empoyees need, in ordert to get more control? 

3. What do the fellow citizen need, in ordert to get more control? 

 

 

 

 



The "New" Human Rights: Political Implications 

The model described under "Concept of Human beeing for the 21st Century" 

contains not only the basic needs listed by Maslow but also numerous 

additions that must also be taken into account when drawing up a list of 

human rights. The most important addition is the right to information 

processing and conceptualization (Art.1: Right to think). In this respect, the 

listing of the "New Human Rights" must also open up a framework that takes 

into account other central dimensions, namely exploratory behaviour, the 

creation of spaces for gaining control, dialectical thinking and the project 

structure as a setting conducive to happiness.  

 

1 Reorganization and assignment  

Preamble:Happiness  

The goal of all measures worldwide is the creation of structures (economic, 

political, ethical) that ensure more development for nature and happiness for 

all living beings. The following articles provide the prerequisites for this.  

Article 1: Thinking  

The central basic human need is thinking (information processing and 

conceptualisation). Conditions must be created so that all people have access 

to information and the possibility of conceptualisation. Thinking presupposes 

the realisation of Articles 2 to 6.  

Article 2: Health  

All measures are taken worldwide to enable living beings to satisfy their 

physiological needs (e.g. sleep, hunger, sexuality). Nature as a reservoir is 

handled carefully and gently.  

Article 3: Security  

Worldwide efforts are being made to create structures that ensure maximum 

safety for all living creatures. Nature is also treated  with care in this context.  

 



Article 4: Social inclusion  

It is ensured worldwide that living beings can move in a socially supportive 

environment. Structures are to be created that support self-realization socially.  

Article 5: Self-fulfilment and participation  

It must be ensured worldwide that living beings can develop all their potential. 

In doing so, nature must be treated with care. The development of the 

individual can only take place within the framework of the structures 

surrounding him. It must be possible to influence these structures, i.e. to 

participate. Society is dependent on as many people as possible making their 

intellectual, emotional and material resources available for this purpose.  

 Article 6: Sense  

It is ensured worldwide that living beings can experience their lives as 

meaningful and satisfying.  

  

2.The necessary structures: political program 

The conditions under which the aforementioned rights can be exercised are 

described below. They can also be formulated as a political program. In all 

cases, it is a matter of satisfying the all-inclusive need for control.  

2.1 Art.1 The right to think 

Thinking serves the cognitive control of the situations experienced for the 

purpose of life support. Thinking is the process of information processing and 

conceptualization. The promotion of thinking activities increases the individual 

and collective control competence of people. To this end, appropriate 

structures must be offered: in school (contents and methods) and at the 

workplace (conceptualisation possibilities). But it is also the task of politics to 

organise the shaping of the community in such a way that citizens are involved 

in its optimisation and thus find a broad, relevant field for conceptualization 

(citizen participation).  

 

 



2.2 Art.2 The right to health 

Health care is the prerequisite for life support. It is a matter of keeping the 

organism functionally under control. This control is directed at internal body 

processes, in that the organism absorbs energy and uses it economically. This 

therefore concerns nutrition and intellectual and physical activity (sport). 

Important for the control of the organism is the mental processing of impulses 

from the body or from the environment: through appropriate techniques, life 

events - even painful ones - should be received and processed in a generally 

positive way (mental health). Furthermore, individual and collective permanent 

work must be done to maintain and optimise the environment (environmental 

protection). All these objectives give rise to a wide range of rights, which are 

formulated and lead to laws.  

2.3 Art.3 The right to safety 

Security plays a major role in people's lives. In terms of life support, it 

expresses itself as a feeling of control. It is therefore legitimate for the  

Universal Declaration of human righte (UDHR)  to devote a great deal of 

attention to this issue and to focus on the rights of defence. Nevertheless, 

priority must be given to rights of benefit such as the right to work and the 

right to housing, because they affect the whole attitude to life. The task of 

ensuring people's security is the responsibility of the state. However, security 

not only includes protecting citizens against attacks, but also planning for the 

future, both in terms of the material resources of the country and the 

education of young people. The expansion of life skills and opportunities for 

self-realization increase current and future security. The feeling of security has 

not only individual but also social implications. Insecurity conveys a feeling of 

unease, which can also have a negative impact on the social environment, in 

the form of aggression, unrest and violence. Other dimensions also affect the 

feeling of security. For example, the impression that state and society do not 

generate injustice has a positive effect on well-being. It is therefore a task of 

the state to strive for prosperity for its citizens.  

 

 

 



2.4 Art.4 The right to social integration and social recognition 

All studies on happiness point to the importance of social inclusion and social 

recognition. In terms of needs theory, it is not surprising, since contact with 

other people enables the satisfaction of all needs listed at the beginning: 

Thinking activities, physiological needs, health, security, social inclusion, 

participation and self-realization, and meaning. It is the task of politics to give 

priority to these needs. This concerns urban planning and architecture as well 

as the organisation of work, which must be family-friendly, and the 

establishment of meeting places that enable citizens to get together. Civic 

participation is also an element that promotes cohesion within the population. 

The way in which minorities are dealt with is also important. Finally, measures 

are recommended to encourage the development and consolidation of citizens' 

identification with the state and their place of residence. Finally, a sense of 

justice and legal stability are also beneficial. Corruption and political 

misconduct are violations of Article 4 (social inclusion and recognition)  

2.5 Art.5 The right to participation and self-realisation 

Self-realization corresponds to a need for expansion. Maslow says, "What a 

man can do, a man must do." It is the extension of control and the acquisition 

of additional material and non-material resources. This also includes 

participation in projects and activities that affect the community. The field for 

self-realization and participation is the workplace, but also political work in the 

cities and communities. Here all skills are demanded and promoted, but above 

all reflection and conceptualization. Planning for the future of society and the 

world are tasks that concern all people and ensure our survival as a species and 

the preservation of the earth.  

2.6 Art.6 The right to meaning 

Reflection on the meaning of one's own life also serves to control. To this end, 

religions and philosophies provide patterns of interpretation. Through them 

one can control one's own life, set goals and check whether these goals are 

being achieved. Society is called upon to provide rational systems of meaning. 

This happens mainly in schools and universities, but also in companies, 

associations and parties. However, the range of sense systems available today 

is still very heterogeneous, with the result that an understanding of human 



wishes and needs is only possible with great effort. The state of anthropological 

research, in particular psychology, brain research, needs and happiness 

research, is now so advanced that it will be possible to establish a consensus-

based image of humanity. This will facilitate a discussion about goals and 

structures. A scientific justification of the terms from the UDHR could lead to 

an illustration and concretization and thus to an operationalization in the 

political discourse. For example, recourse to Schiller shows that dignity can be 

measured by the degree of satisfaction of needs. Freedom, in turn, can be 

specified negatively (protection from oppression) or positively (opening up life 

opportunities). Here it is noticeable that many spaces still need to be opened 

up in the area of positive freedom. At present, efforts are being made to 

establish human rights education as a subject in schools. This would be a place 

where reflections on meaning could be intensified.  

 

Prioritisations 

The restructuring of human rights undertaken is intended: 

- ensure that the concepts are linked to the life and well-being of the people; 

- enable a rapid overview of needs and the respective necessary priorities; 

- initiate a permanent need- and happiness-oriented reflection in everyday life, 

which provides a rational basis for making decisions; 

- allow a comparison of people's life situations, which leads to different 

prioritizations; 

- provide a foil for the analysis of people's situations of happiness or 

unhappiness: without much effort it can be seen immediately that prison 

inmates, asylum seekers in anchorage centres, children in homes and severely 

disabled people have to overcome considerable obstacles which can be 

removed with appropriate measures; of course the inclusion approach is a 

good way forward. 

- The need foil also facilitates empathy and self-reflection: can this person be 

happy? Am I happy and if not, what can I do to become happy? 

 


